At a recent workshop (Hakone, Japan, July 1{2, 1988) I. Csisz ar stated that inspite of strong e orts the following question had been waiting for an answer for many years. It is true that for xed distortion level the rate{distortion function R(P; ) has in the distribution P no local maxima with value di erent from the global maximum? We show that in general the answer is negative. However, the answer is positive for Hamming distortion measures. Moreover, there R is Schur{ concave.
Basic Concepts and Auxiliary Results
Let (X t ) 1 t=1 be a discrete memoryless source (DMS), that is, a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables (RV's) with values in a nite set X. We are also given a nite reconstruction spaceX and a per letter distortion measure d : X X ! R + : ( 
1.1)
For a function F de ned on a product space Y n we use the notation rate(F ) = 1 n log 2 kFk; kFk = the cardinality of the range of F: (1.2) For an encoding function f n : X n !X n we consider the reproduction X n = (X 1 ; : : : ;X n ) = f n (X n ) (1.3) and the average distortion dist(f n ), de ned by dist(f n ) = E 1 n n X t=1 d(X t ;X t ): (1.4) is said to be an "{achievable rate for distortion level , if for all large n there are encoding functions f n with rate(f n ) ; dist(f n ) + ": (1.5) is the smallest rate which for arbitrarily small " is "{achievable for . This quantity depends on the generic distribution P X of the source. Thus we get a function R : P(X) R + ! R + ; P(X) = set of probability distribution (PD's) on X; (1.7) of two variables, which was introduced by Shannon 1] and is called rate{distortion function. Using time{sharing one readily veri es with the forgoing de nitions that R(P; ) is convex in for every P 2 P(X). A remarkable characterization of R is due to Shannon 1].
Rate{Distortion Theorem. Let (X;X) denote a pair of RV's with values in X X and I(X^X) their mutual information. Then R(P; ) = min (X;X):P X =P;Ed(X;X) I(X;X) for every 2 R + and P 2 P(X):
This formula has been used to derive several analytical properties of R, mainly as function of . Whereas those properties can be found in many textbooks, the properties of R as function of P are not as well understood. An exception seems to be the following basic result of Gallager (Theorem 9.5.1 and its extension on pages 467{469 in 2]), which he derives from Shannon's formula. For its formulation we need some notation.
Let the elements in X be labelled such that for xed distribution Q Q(0) Q ( The conventional understanding of (1.9) is for m = 0 1 ? Q(0) P(X) ! R is Schur{concave, if P Q implies '(P) '(Q); (1.17) and it is strictly Schur{concave, if P Q and P 6 = Q imply '(P) < '(Q):
The Key Ideas and a Basic Inequality (B) R is quasi{concave in P (C) R is concave in P on P(X; ) = P 2 P(X) : R(P; ) > 0 .
Recall that quasi{concavity means that the level sets P 2 P(X) : R(P; ) > are convex for all 0, Clearly, (C) implies (B). In order to better understand (A) we studied rst (B). We explain now our ideas to disprove (B). Those lead naturally to the counterexample to (A) in Section 4. To nd distributions P 1 and P 2 with R(P i ; ) for i = 1; 2; R 1 2 P 1 + 1 2 P 2 ;
we consider a new DMS with generic distribution
Clearly, its n{variate distribution is
In order to get a link to sources involving P 1 and P 2 we view P n as an average over the arbitrarily varying source (AVS) de ned by the set of distributions fP 1 ; P 2 g. They have been intensively studied in 4].
The set on n{variate distributions is A n = P( js n ) : s n 2 f1; 2g n , where
P st (x t ) for s n = (s 1 ; : : : ; s n ) 2 f1; 2g n and x n = (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) 2 X n : (2.4) For the distribution q on f1; 2g with q(1) = q(2) we clearly have for q n = Q n 1 q P(x n ) = X s n p(x n js n )q n (s n ):
In the light of this formula one can view the operation of P n as producing with \high probability" a string s n whose number < 1js n > of 1's and number < 2js n > of 2's is \approximately equal" to n 2 . 4
Therefore p( js n ) is typically of the form
What is the rate{distortion function for such a non{stationary source? More generally, if is the fraction of P 1 's in the product, the answer is in obvious notation R(P 1 ; P 2 ; ; ) = inf j j R(P 1 ; + ) + (1 ? )R(P 2 ; ? ) ; (2.6) which is smaller than R(P 1 ; ) + (1 ? )R(P 2 ; ).
The exact di erence V (P 1 ; P 2 ; ; ) = R(P 1 ; ) + (1 ? )R(P 2 ; ) ? R(P 1 ; P 2 ; ; ) (2.7) depends on the slopes of R(P 1 ; ) and R(P 2 ; ) as functions of . There is no reason why this di erence cannot become arbitrary big by proper choices of P 1 ; P 2 and the distortion measure d. But then this fact can be exploited for P via the AVS by a simple trick. Let us consider only P 1 ; P 2 with disjoint supports. Then the encoder can identify s n and he can inform the decoder with n bits, that is, at a rate 1. Quasi{concavity is then disproved if the di erence mentioned can be made bigger than 1. Of course our idea to estimate the rate{distortion function via AVS's works for general convex combinations P =X Here by the source coding theorem a rate H( ) su ces for a recording which is false with arbitrarily small probability. For xed 2 0; 1], P 2 P(X) is a local maximum of R if for some neighborhood U(P) R(P; ) R(Q; ) for all Q 2 U(P):
The local maximum is called strict, if R(P; ) > R(Q; ) for all Q 2 U(P) ? fPg: Proof: (iii) obviously follows from (ii). The rst part of (ii) follows from Theorem G.
While we prove (i) we also prove the second statement in (ii).
Since R( P; ) = R(P; ) it su ces to consider P; Q 2 P(Q) with Q P and P(0)
P ( In this case the transfer is not de ned.
However, since Q P implies P( ? 1) Q( ? 1) we have also < ( ? 1)P ( ? 1) and by Theorem G not only R(P; ) = H(P) ? h( ) ? log( ? 1) but also R(P; ) = H(P) ? h( ) ? log( ? 1) holds. The fact that the entropy function H is strictly Schur{concave completes the proof.
Remark: The proof shows that R stays constant for transfers U i;" (i 6 = m ?1). Therefore (C) is not true even in the Hamming case. We have not decided upon (B). It is worth knowing that symmetry and quasi{concavity imply Schur{concavity, but not conversely (see 5], page 69).
The Counterexample
Let us consider a simple distortion measure , which does not equal the Hamming distortion measure.
X is partitioned into two sets Y and Z andX =Ŷ Ẑ , whereŶ = Y,Ẑ = Z. The reduction to these distributions proceeds as follows. Any distribution P 2 P(X) can be written as P 1 + (1 ? ) P(x) (4.5) and therefore P 1 2 P(Y), P 2 2 P(Z). Lemma 1. For the distortion measure , any and any P = P 1 + (1 ? )P 2 2 P(X), and as explained in earlier sections (4.6) holds. In order to show that there are two local maxima with di erent values we de ne three sets of distributions with the property that every continuous path from the rst set to the third has to meet the second. Since D(QkP) is continuous in P and R(Q; ) is continuous in e(P; ; ) is continuous in P and in . Csisz ar mentioned his interest in the question whether the exponent is also continuous in . He also mentioned the following observation.
Lemma e(P; ; ) is continuous in for all P; exactly if (A) holds for R. Proof: If (A) does not hold, then for some there are two local maxima at P 1 and P 2 , say with R(P 1 ; ) > R(P 2 ; ):
For P = P 2 and = R(P 2 ; ) ? " we have 
